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Core JSTL: Mastering the JSP™ Standard Tag LibraryPrentice Hall, 2002
Using JSTL, software developers and Web page authors can create  robust, flexible Web applications more quickly and easily than ever before. Now,  best-selling author and JSTL expert David Geary presents the definitive guide to  JSTL: its built-in tags, powerful expression language, and extensibility.  Through practical examples...
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XML in 60 Minutes a DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Get up and running with XML using this innovative virtual classroom approach!
Interested in mastering XML? This revolutionary book and companion online presentation take you through 16 one-hour lessons that quickly get you up to speed on many of XML’s capabilities. With this unique approach and real-world perspective, you’ll be able...
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Professional XML (Programmer to Programmer): 2nd EditionPeer Information Inc, 2001
Professional XML is aimed toward seasoned Web or general application developers as a guide for developing sophisticated, real-world XML solutions. It successfully meets the most pressing need for programmers new to XML by putting all of the various component technologies into clear context.
  The near boundless potential of XML also...
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XML for ASP.NET Developers (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
XML for ASP.NET Developers first gives a solid foundation in the basics of MSXML including XML Syntax, XML Schemas, Xpath, Xlink, Xpointer, and other concepts necessary to leverage the power of XML. After the building blocks of XML are thoroughly covered, Dan guides readers through manipulating XML documents using the Document Object Model (DOM)...
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Beginning XSLT and XPath: Transforming XML Documents and Data (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Provides the basic education in the XSLT processing model that developers have requested
    The growth of XML content management applications is boosting the demand for XSLT and XPath skills. This beginning Wrox book provides a firm foundation in the XSLT processing model, giving developers an important skillset.    

...
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XPath Kick Start : Navigating XML with XPath 1.0 and 2.0Que, 2003
 XPath Kick Start provides the fastest path to productivity with XPath, and is fully up to date with the most recent XPath specification. Award-winning author Steven Holzner speeds through the basics so you'll be an XPath expert in no time. You'll master the XPath syntax and data model and understand the features of XPath 2.0, including new...
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Pro XML Development with Java TechnologyApress, 2006
Pro XML Development with Java Technology has been written to help you, the professional Java developer who needs a practical hands-on guide to marrying these technologies together effectively. There are a lot of books out there, but none really explore the combination deeply, and they are largely theoretical. The main objective here was...
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Applied XML Programming for Microsoft .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
XML is everywhere in the Microsoft .NET Framework, from Remoting to Web  services, and from data access to configuration. Learn about the extensive XML  core classes in .NET and find out how to program against its parser in this  in-depth guide—written by an expert programming author and consultant on  cutting-edge technologies such as...
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Pro T-SQL 2008 Programmers Guide (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2008
Discussing new and existing features, SQL Server designer and administrator Michael Coles takes you on an expert guided tour of Transact–SQL functionality in SQL Server 2008 in his book Pro T–SQL 2008 Programmer’s Guide. Fully functioning examples and downloadable source code bring Coles’...
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Professional XML (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
From document type definitions and XQuery to Web services and form development, this book takes you through all of the XML capabilities that companies want to implement today. It not only covers the basics of XML and the XML specification, but also shows you the XML-based applications that are driving the tech industry forward, such as blogging...
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Core Java™ 2 Volume II - Advanced Features, Seventh EditionPrentice Hall, 2004

	Completely revised and up-to-date coverage of

	
		
			Multithreadingincluding the java.util.concurrent library, locks, condition objects, futures, thread pools, thread-safe collections, threads and Swing

	
	...
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XPath and XPointerO'Reilly, 2002
XML documents contain regular but flexible structures. Developers can use those structures as a framework on which to build powerful transformative and reporting applications, as well as to establish connections between different parts of documents. XPath and XPointer are two W3C-created technologies that make these structures accessible to...
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